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NEW Thinking through Sources for Exploring American Histories is a two-volume primary sources reader that supplements the document projects
in the textbook. Each chapter of the reader presents five carefully selected documents that connect to topics in each chapter of Exploring
American Histories. Headnotes placed strategically before each document give students just enough context, and Interpret the Evidence and Put
It in Context questions at the end of each chapter provide a starting point for classroom discussion or a written assignment. This collection
of sources is available both in print and in LaunchPad with innovative auto-graded assessment.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also provides the
necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the American experience,
with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and
bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
For the AP Course
A Survey
Loose-Leaf Version for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Volume 2
Exploring American Histories + Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Volume 2: A Survey
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2A Brief Survey with SourcesBedford
Real Communication uses stories from real people and the world around us to present the best and most lively introduction to communication concepts. Professors and students alike have
fallen in love with Real Communication’s down-to-earth writing style, its coverage of research, and its wealth of learning and teaching tools. They also appreciate how Real Communication
strives to weave the discipline’s different strands together with the CONNECT feature that shows students how concepts work and apply across interpersonal, small group, and public
speaking contexts. The Second Edition is even better with a broader array of engaging examples, new coverage of hot topics in the field like Intercultural and mediated communication, plus a
public speaking unit honed to provide the essential information students need for this fast-paced course. Whether you want a traditional paperback, an e-Book — online or downloadable to a
device — a looseleaf edition, or the book within the new HumanCommClass, Real Communication has an option for you. Read the preface.
The Last Mass Lynching in America
Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories Volume 2
Exploring American Histories
U.S. History
Exploring American Histories + Thinking Through Sources for American Histories Volume 2, 2nd Ed. + LaunchPad for Exploring American Histories and Exploring American Histories, Value
Edition Six Months Access Card
Exploring American Histories opens an entirely new window into the many histories of the nation's past. It integrates an unprecedented number of primary
and secondary sources--both written and visual--in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis skills while they
actively learn the fundamental concepts of American history. By weaving sources into the story and culminating in multi-source projects organized around
a single topic at the end of each chapter, the book brings history to life while helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical
narratives and how to think critically about them. Available for free when packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment and assessment
options for this text bring skill building and assessment to a more highly effective level. The greatest active learning options come in LaunchPad,
which combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically graded learning tool that--when assigned--helps ensure students
read the book; the complete companion reader with "Thinking through Sources" digital exercises that help students build arguments from those sources;
and many other study and assessment tools. For instructors who want the most affordable way to ensure students come to class prepared, Achieve Read &
Practice pairs LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile, accessible Value Edition ebook, in one easy-to-use product.?
“A powerful assemblage of short stories exploring late-in-life angst through personal myth, cultural memory, and riffs on an empire scorched by its own
hubris” (O, The Oprah Magazine) from award-winning author John Edgar Wideman—his first collection in more than a decade. “Race and its reverberations
are at the core of this slim, powerful volume, a blend of fiction, memoir, and reimagined history, in which the boundaries between those forms are murky
and ever shifting” (The Boston Globe). In this singular collection, John Edgar Wideman blends the personal, historical, and political to invent complex,
charged stories about love, death, struggle, and what we owe each other. With characters ranging from everyday Americans to Jean-Michel Basquiat to Nat
Turner, American Histories is a journey through time, experience, and the soul of our country. In “JB & FD,” Wideman reimagines conversations between
John Brown, the antislavery crusader, and Frederick Douglass, the abolitionist and orator—conversations that produce a fantastical, rich correspondence
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that spans years and ideologies. “Maps and Ledgers” eavesdrops on a brother and sister today as they ponder their father’s killing of another man.
“Williamsburg Bridge” sits inside a man sitting on a bridge who contemplates his life before he decides to jump. “My Dead” is a story about how the
already-departed demand more time, more space in the lives of those who survive them. American Histories is “an important addition to Wideman’s body of
writing and a remarkable demonstration of his ability to address social issues through a range of fictional forms and styles” (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette).
An extended meditation on family, history, and loss, American Histories weaves together historical fact, philosophical wisdom, and deeply personal
vignettes. This is Wideman at his best—emotionally precise and intellectually stimulating—an extraordinary collection by a master.
Exploring American Histories + Read + Practice for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Six Months Access
To 1877
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2 2e & Launchpad for Exploring American Histories, 2e (6 Month Online) [With EBook]
Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories Volume 1
Loose-leaf Version for Exploring American Histories, Volume 2

Exploring American Histories opens an entirely new window into the many histories of the nation’s past. It integrates an unprecedented number of
primary sources—both written and visual—in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis skills while they
actively learn the fundamental concepts of American history. By weaving sources into the story and culminating in multidocument projects around a
single topic at the end of each chapter, the book brings history to life while helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical
narratives and how to think critically about them. The possibilities for active learning and assessment expand with the LaunchPad e-book and
course space which adds a wealth of time-saving teaching and learning tools at instructors’ fingertips. LaunchPad comes with LearningCurve, an
adaptive and automatically graded learning tool that students love to use and that, when assigned, ensures students come to class prepared. Easy
to integrate into your campus LMS, and featuring additional primary sources, summative quizzing, videos, new autograded source-based questions,
and new autograded exercises that guide students to use sources to build an argument, LaunchPad provides an easy and fun way to help students
learn about American history while helping them make progress toward learning outcomes.
The diverse histories of the United States that come to life in Exploring American Histories are available at a lower price in a compact format. This
two-color Value Edition includes the unabridged narrative and all maps, figures, tables, and select images from the comprehensive text. Available
for free when packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment and assessment options for this Value text bring skill building and
assessment to a more highly effective level. The greatest active learning options come in LaunchPad, which combines an accessible e-book (the
comprehensive edition in full color including all primary source features and activities) with LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically graded
learning tool that - when assigned - helps ensure students read the book; the complete companion reader with "Thinking through Sources" digital
exercises that help students build arguments from those sources; and many other study and assessment tools. For instructors who want the easiest
and most affordable way to ensure students come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile,
accessible Value Edition ebook, in one easy-to-use product.
America's History
A Survey with Sources
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2
Loose-Leaf Version for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, 3e, Volume 2 & Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition + Thinking Through Sources for American Histories, Volume 1 &
Thinking through Sources for Exploring American Histories is a two-volume primary sources reader that supplements the document projects in the textbook. Each chapter of the reader presents five carefully
selected documents that connect to topics in each chapter of Exploring American Histories. New Central Questions at the beginning of each chapter provide a framework and a focus for the documents that
follow. Headnotes placed strategically before each document give students just enough context, and Interpret the Evidence and Put It in Context questions at the end of each chapter provide a starting point for
classroom discussion or a written assignment. This collection of sources is available both in print and in LaunchPad with innovative auto-graded assessment.
Exploring American Histories guides you through the nation’s history, giving voice to an extraordinary variety of Americans, while teaching you to work with historical documents in the same way as
professional historians. This Value Edition is the lowest priced print version of the text.
Fire in a Canebrake
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Combined Volume
A Survey With Sources: Since 1865
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2, Value Edition
Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories

"Exploring American Histories" opens an entirely new window into the many histories of the nation s past. It integrates an unprecedented number of primary sources both
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written and visual in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis skills while they actively learn the fundamental concepts of American
history. By weaving sources into the story and culminating in multidocument projects around a single topic at the end of each chapter, the book brings history to life while
helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical narratives and how to think critically about them. The possibilities for active learning and assessment
expand with the LaunchPad e-book and course space which adds a wealth of time-saving teaching and learning tools at instructors fingertips. LaunchPad comes with
LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically graded learning tool that students love to use and that, when assigned, ensures students come to class prepared. Easy to
integrate into your campus LMS, and featuring additional primary sources, summative quizzing, videos, new autograded source-based questions, and new autograded exercises
that guide students to use sources to build an argument, LaunchPad provides an easy and fun way to help students learn about American history while helping them make
progress toward learning outcomes."
Exploring American Histories opens an entirely new window into the many histories of the nation s past. It integrates an unprecedented number of primary sources̶both
written and visual̶in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis skills while they actively learn the fundamental concepts of American
history. By weaving sources into the story and culminating in multidocument projects around a single topic at the end of each chapter, the book brings history to life while
helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical narratives and how to think critically about them.
Exploring American Histories + Launchpad, 6-month Access
A Brief Survey with Sources
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2 2e & Document Projects for Exploring American Histories, Volume 2, 2e
Value Edition
Exploring American Histories + Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories, Vol. 2
On that July evening in 1946, the leader counted aloud and the mob of white men fired. Seconds later, the leader counted again, "One, two, three," and
the mob fired once more. After the third and final volley of gunshots, the white men got into their cars and drove off, leaving the bullet-ridden bodies of
two young black men and two young black women lying in the dirt near Moore's Ford Bridge in rural Walton County, Georgia. Since that summer
evening, there have never been as many victims lynched in a single day in America. Now, more than a half century later, Laura Wexler offers the first full
account of the Moore's Ford lynching, a murder so brutal it stunned the nation and motivated President Harry Truman to put civil rights at the forefront
of his national agenda. With the style of a novelist, the authority of a historian, and the tenacity of a journalist, Wexler recounts the lynching and the
resulting four-month FBI investigation. Drawing from interviews, archival sources, and an uncensored FBI report, she takes us deep into the landscape of
1946 Georgia, creating unforgettable portraits of sharecroppers, sheriffs, bootleggers, the victims, and the men who may have killed them. Fire in a
Canebrake pursues the legacy of the Moore's Ford lynching into the present, exploring the conflicting memories of Walton County's black and white
citizens and examining the testimony of a white man who claims he was a secret witness to the crime. In 2001, the governor of Georgia issued a new
reward for information leading to the arrest of the lynchers. Several suspects named in the FBI's 1946 investigation are still alive, and there is no statute
of limitations on the crime of murder. Fire in a Canebrake -- a phrase local people used to describe the sound of the fatal gunshots -- is a moving and
often frightening tale of violence, sex, and lies. It is also a disturbing snapshot of a divided nation on the brink of the civil rights movement and a
haunting meditation on race, history, and the struggle for truth.
Dotyczy m. in. Polski.
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Volume 2 and LaunchPad for Exploring American Histories 3e (1-Term Access)
Loose-Leaf Version for Exploring American Histories 3e, Value Edition, Volume 2 & Launchpad for Exploring American Histories 3e (Six-Months Access)
The Texture of Memory
American Histories
Exploring American Histories offers an entirely new approach to teaching the U.S. survey that puts investigating sources and thinking about the many stories of American history right at the center of your
course. The distinctive format integrates primary documents and a brief narrative into one cost-effective and easy-to-use volume. Exploring American Histories features Bedford/St. Martin’s new digital history
tools, including LearningCurve, an adaptive quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new interactive e-book and course space that puts high quality easy-to-use
assessment at your figertips. Easy to integrate into your campus LMS, and featuring video, additional primary sources, a wealth of adaptive and summative quizzing, and more, LaunchPad cements student
understanding of the text while helping them make progress toward learning outcomes. It’s the best content joined up with the best technology. Available in combined and split volumes and in a number of
affordable print and digital formats.
The diverse histories of the United States that come to life in Exploring American Histories are available at a lower price in a compact format. This two-color Value Edition includes the unabridged narrative and
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all maps, figures, tables, and select images from the comprehensive text.? Available for free when packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment and assessment options for this Value text bring
skill building and assessment to a more highly effective level. The greatest active learning options come in LaunchPad, which combines an accessible e-book (the comprehensive edition in full color including all
primary source features and activities) with LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically graded learning tool that--when assigned--helps ensure students read the book; the complete companion reader with
"Thinking through Sources" digital exercises that help students build arguments from those sources; and many other study and assessment tools. For instructors who want the easiest and most affordable way
to ensure students come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile, accessible Value Edition ebook, in one easy-to-use product.
Exploring American Histories + Launchpad for Exploring American Histories, Twelve Months Access
Since 1865
Exploring American Histories + Read and Practice for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Six Months Access
Loose-leaf Version for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition
Holocaust Memorials and Meaning
Exploring American Histories offers an entirely new approach to teaching the U.S. survey that puts investigating sources and thinking about the many stories of American history right at the
center of your course. The distinctive format integrates primary documents and a brief narrative into one cost-effective and easy-to-use volume. Exploring American Histories features
Bedford/St. Martin’s new digital history tools, including LearningCurve, an adaptive quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new interactive ebook and course space that puts high quality easy-to-use assessment at your fingertips. Easy to integrate into your campus LMS, and featuring video, additional primary sources, a wealth of
adaptive and summative quizzing, and more, LaunchPad cements student understanding of the text while helping them make progress toward learning outcomes. It’s the best content joined
up with the best technology. Available in combined and split volumes and in a number of affordable print and digital formats.
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition + Thinking Through Sources for American Histories, Volume 2 2nd Ed
An Introduction
Stories
Thinking Through Sources for American Histories
Real Communication
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